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Draft of Letter from Alexander Parris to Col. Sylvanus Thayer 
 
 

[written in Alexander Parris’s hand] 
 
       Boston  October 23rd  1837 
 
Sir 
 
 I have the Honor herewith to submit a report of the progress of the works for the 
Preservation of Rainsford Island in this Harbor.  The wall [crossed out:  which] that has 
been built around that part of the Island [crossed out: in] which is exposed to the 
encrochment of the sea is 1537 feet in length [crossed out:  and is strewn illegible and] 
about 7 feet [crossed out:  thick at Bottom] thick [crossed out: averaging] from 7 to 12 
feet high cap[p]ed with blocks of stone about [crossed out: 5 long] 5 feet by 2 feet high 
and from 2 feet to 3 ½ feet wide [crossed out: laying illegible] making to top or cap[p]ing 
5 feet wide between the wall and natural bank [crossed out: has been] is filled in with 
gravel taken from southerly part of the Island.  A sketch of the Island showing [crossed 
out:  a section] a section of the wall, embankment and ballast which has been put in for 
the protection of [crossed out: the] said wall.  [crossed out:  there has been laid, The wall 
that has been laid since the wa] The red line shows the wall.  The contents of the wall 
encluding cap[p]ing is 3615 cubic yard about 775 of which was laid [crossed out: by] 
before the work was assumed by the U[nited] States. 
 
 The accounts have been made up to the 30th of Sept [crossed out: the] amounting 
to $14536 leaving a balance in the hands of the agent of $464.00 [crossed out:  there may 
be outstanding amount some of will have, there may] it is probable where [crossed out: 
these, the quarter] the 4th quarters accounts are closed with adding the am[oun]t of the 
sale of oxen etc., may [crossed out: be a balance] the balance in the agents hands may be 
$500. 
 
 It is thought [crossed out:  that the wall will be] that the wall will require two 
more courses of about 2 feet each [crossed out: of] one course to be laid from [crossed 
out: C to D] 1 to 2 of 450 feet in length and a top course from [crossed out: E to F] 3 to 4 
[crossed out: not] marked in the sketch, [crossed out: this part] to be filled in with gravel 
and paved on top with flat stones as at Deer Island, this part of the Island is exposed to 
the whole [force?] of the sea which is very sever[e] in a south east gale. 
 
 The estimate is as follows viz. 
   
 4050 cubic feet of cap[p]ing (first course) wrought @ .25  1012.50 
 2500 cubic feet of capping second course                .37 ½  1050.00 
 2500 cubic yards of embankment      .47  1175.00 
 1672 tons ballast      1.00  1672.00 
  743 Super[ficial] yards stone paving    3.00  2229.00 



          [crossed out: 7037.50]  7158.50 
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 amount brought forward      7138.50 
 add for cont  10 per cent       713.85 
                  $ 7852.35 
 
 Balance or by Balance [crossed out: on han] 
  in the hands of the agent    say      500.00 
 Total requ.                $ 7352.35 
 
 
 
[cover sheet] 
 
 

[written in another hand] 
Rainsford Island 

 
 

[written in Parris’s hand] 
Copy of Report for Sept 30th 

Dated Oct 23rd  1837 
 
 

  
   
   
  


